CEA-targeted nanoparticles allow specific in vivo fluorescent imaging of colorectal cancer models.
Fluorescent imaging of colorectal tumor cells would improve tumor localization and allow intra-operative staging, facilitating stratification of surgical resections thereby improving patient outcomes. We aimed to develop and test fluorescent nanoparticles capable of allowing this in vivo. Dye-doped silica nanoparticles were synthesized. Anti-CEA (carcinoembryonic antigen) or control IgGs were conjugated to nanoparticles using various chemical strategies. Binding of CEA-targeted or control nanoparticles to colorectal cancer cells was quantified in vitro, and in vivo after systemic-delivery to murine xenografts. CEA-targeted, polyamidoamine dendrimer-conjugated, nanoparticles, but not control nanoparticles, allowed strong tumor-specific imaging. We are the first to demonstrate live, specific, in vivo imaging of colorectal cancer cells using antibody-targeted fluorescent nanoparticles. These nanoparticles have potential to allow intra-operative fluorescent visualization of tumor cells.